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Abstract. As there is a rapid growth in healthcare systems and biomedical data. Machine learning algorithms
are utilized in many researches for predicting the risk of the diseases. The major intuition of the present paper is
to plan for a novel methodology for multi-disease prediction using deep learning. The overall prediction
methodology involves several steps such as ‘‘(a) Data Acquisition, (b) Optimal Feature selection, (c) Statistical
feature Extraction, and (d) prediction’’. In the initial step, the medical datasets of diverse diseases is gathered
from multiple benchmark sources. Further, the optimal feature selection is applied to the available set of
attributes. This is accomplished by hybridizing two meta-heuristic algorithms such as Lion Algorithm (LA), and
Butterﬂy Optimization Algorithm (BOA). In these prediction algorithms, the hidden neuron count of NN and
DBN is ﬁnely tuned or optimized by the same hybrid Lion-based BOA (L-BOA). The experimental evaluation
of various medical datasets validates that the prediction rate of the developed model outperforms several
traditional methods.
Keywords. Disease prediction; multiple disease; Kaggle dataset; UCI repository dataset; optimal feature
selection; lion-based butterﬂy optimization algorithm; Neural network; deep belief network; comparative
analysis.

1. Introduction
Electronic Medical Information has become more famous
in several cities in the entire world like EMR for substituting the conventional medical record papers, online
reports, and appointments, thus large amount of healthcare
data accumulation has happened as there is rapid growth in
internet usage [1]. Big data in healthcare sector involves
broad regions, and all the information is related to healthcare directly or indirectly comes under this class. Most of
the usual classes involve several data like biomedical data
[2], public health data [3], health statistics, health insurance
data, healthcare services data [4], environmental data,
management and medical research data [5], and population
management data. Based on machine learning algorithms
[6], diverse methods are introduced in this ﬁeld, which is
generally employed for tackling with the problems like
regression, feature extraction, and classiﬁcation [7].
Healthcare is the basic requirement to be provided for the
society [8]. When the big data in the healthcare sector
acquired in time, maintained properly, and efﬁciently
evaluated, it has signiﬁcant importance for enhancing the
diagnosis capability, improving lifestyle, and effective
treatment, quality of medical service, optimization of the
medical system, and accelerating drug research and

development. Disease is predicted by using machine
learning in the medical ﬁeld [9, 10]. The disease prediction
might help the patient in conducting tests on targeted
medicine by specifying the probable diseases, or else the
patients might skip substantial medical tests due to the lack
of medical information that leads to severe problems of
health.
In healthcare ﬁeld, recent developments in machine
learning concentrate on model interpretability [4]. In some
healthcare applications, the accuracy is most signiﬁcant
than interpretability. In many cases, the interpretability is
selected in spite of the loss of accuracy. The most signiﬁcant need in healthcare sector is to provide prognosis and
more knowledge on disease classiﬁcation. Moreover, circRNA disease, Alzheimer’s Disease [7], cancer Chronic
Disease [3], Parkinson’s Disease [6], miRNAs disease [11],
cardiovascular disease, Neurological Diseases [12],
Chronic Renal Disease, circRNA disease [13], Hepatitis C,
Dengue, lung cancer [14], Malaria, Dengue, Hepatitis C,
Tuberculosis, and Hepatitis B are several kinds of diseases.
For detecting the eye infections effectively image processing is used [15, 16].
In machine learning algorithms, the developments reveal
the beneﬁts of discriminative classiﬁers for detecting the
diseases automatically [17]. From the medical investigation
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reports related to the patient, machine learning learns for
disease prediction or detection, which enhances the performance since it accumulates more experience by evaluating the medical investigation reports of more number of
patients. The performance is computed by the number of
disease detection and accurate prediction cases as validated
by experienced medical experts. In many ﬁelds, machine
learning algorithms [18] such as social media services,
crime prediction through video surveillance system, E-mail
spam ﬁltering, BoTs (chat bots for online customer support), search engine result reﬁning, agriculture advisory,
online fraud prediction, medical diagnosis, share market
prediction, product recommendation, online transportation
network, trafﬁc prediction, computer games, pattern
recognition, natural language processing, data mining, virtual personal assistants, and robotics [19]. In general,
machine learning algorithms tackle three problems such as
regression, clustering, and classiﬁcation [20]. One approach
needs to be selected from the available approaches based on
the availability of types and categories. NN and other
machine learning algorithms like KNN [20], Bagging, DT
[14], SVM [2], supervised learning [21], NB [14], BF tree,
unsupervised learning, RBF networks, Multilayer Perceptron [22], Random Forest tree, and deep learning models
are developed for detecting and predicting the diseases.
Many algorithms are joined to introduce hybrid optimization algorithm [23], which offers the high performance than
the individual algorithms.

1.1 Motivation
Disease prediction is the complex problem that should be
required for an individual before it reaches critical stage.
Once the disease is predicted, the risk of those individuals
is reduced. The early stage prediction is also a signiﬁcant
cost value. In the multi disease prediction model, the prediction of more than one disease is possible. The need for
more models is not required in this multi disease prediction.
Hence, the time is reduced and the chance for mortality rate
is also reduced. Hence, this paper proposes a disease prediction model for predicting the multiple diseases.
The contribution of the entire paper as designed is given
below.
• To predict multiple diseases, different disease datasets
such as ‘‘Heart disease, Dermatology dataset, Thyroid
disease dataset, breast cancer, Alzheimer’s disease,
Parkinson’s disease, and lung cancer’’ are gathered
from various standards.
• To overcome the complexity of feature selection, and
improve processing speed, optimal feature selection
needs to be performed, which is done by the hybrid
L-BOA algorithm.
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• To overcome the redundant information, statistical
features like ‘‘mean, median, standard deviation,
minimum value and maximum value’’ are extracted.
• To extract high level features from the input data, deep
learning algorithm uses several layers. For attaining
huge prediction accuracy, hybrid learning algorithm is
used with the combination of NN and DBN.
• To enhance the disease prediction performance using
hybrid NN and DBN classiﬁer, in which the hidden
neuron counts are optimized by the proposed L-BOA
algorithm.
The paper is arranged as follows. : The review on multiple disease prediction is shown in section 2. The multidisease prediction based on hybrid learning concept is
explained in section 3. Section 4 speciﬁes the combined
feature extraction for multi-disease prediction model. In
section 5, the novel L-BOA for optimal feature selection
and hybrid learning is shown. The hybrid learning for
multi-disease prediction is speciﬁed in section 6. Section 7
speaks about the results and discussion of the entire paper.
Finllay, the conclusions are given in section 8.

2. Literature review
2.1 Related works
In 2019, Mohan et al [24] have suggested a new approach
that intended in recognizing the important characteristics
by employing machine learning algorithms resulted in
enhancement of prediction accuracy of cardiovascular disease. By using discrete accumulation of features and many
known classiﬁcation models, the prediction method was
developed. By merging the features of LM and RF,
HRFLM was introduced. The aim of the developed technique was to improve the prediction accuracy of heart
disease [25]. Several researches were done, which resulted
in the feature selection constraints for algorithmic purpose.
By not having any constraints related to feature selection,
HRFLM employed all the features. For recognizing the
features of machine learning algorithms with the hybrid
model, the test analysis was used.
In 2019, Xiao et al [26] have introduced a novel integrated approach named MRLDC for predicting the diseases
related to circRNA candidates. The main intuition of the
developed algorithm was to consistently forecast the corresponding candidates of circRNA for the diseases, which
was helpful for minimizing the expenses of circRNA
research with the help of experimental technique. In this,
MRLDC prioritized the circRNAs infected with disease
purely based on the relative constrained associations of
circRNA-disease acquired from this disease [13]. Initially,
for circRNAs and diseases, the computation of GIP kernel
similarity was done. Later, it has shown the lost circRNAdisease associations in the respective bi-layer
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heterogeneous network that included three sub networks
such as known ‘‘circRNA-disease association network,
disease similarity network, and circRNA similarity
network’’.
In 2019, Yang et al [27] have recommended a novel
approach called EPDP for e-healthcare system. Initially, for
protecting the privacy, OU cryptosystem was utilized that
served based on the proposed EPDP. In order to decrease
the communication and computational overheads, a superincreasing series was developed and by considering the
beneﬁts of Naive Bayesian classiﬁer, the symptom vector
set of each disease was extracted in disease model training
phase. Furthermore, the disease prediction outcome was
acquired on the basis of the symptom vector sets that were
extracted using the effective Bloom ﬁlter approach. The
results have shown that the proposed EPDP attained best
performance in predicting the diseases.
In 2019, Vasquez-Morales Yang et al [28] have designed
a NN-based classiﬁer for predicting whether the person has
the chances of occurring CKD, which was trained by the
medical care and demographic information of two groups
such as people’s sample without disease diagnosis. Next,
the performance measures were subjected to classiﬁcation
algorithms, and when the test data set was employed, the
proposed model has attained best performance for making
the disease prognosis reliable. However, in spite of the
demonstrated efﬁciency of NN for predicting CKD,
machine-learning algorithm was opaque for the experts
concerning the resultant explanation. The present research
on explainable artiﬁcial intelligence introduced twin systems, in which the black-box machine learning algorithm
was adjusted by other white-box approach, which offered
about the predicted value explanation.
In 2018, Minhas et al [29] have presented a machine
learning algorithm [25] in order to forecast the disease
increment from MCI to Alzheimer’s disease [30] up to
three years. As mentioned above, both NM and MRI
biomarkers were used. The longitudinal training information was provided by autoregressive parameters. From the
baseline, the unknown longitudinal biomarker values were
assessed and selected the multimodal biomarkers. In order
to compute the linear prediction coefﬁcients, three
approaches were introduced that employed one of the
predictors named individual or multiple predictors. Moreover, it has been recorded that the accumulation of many
predictors offered more precise prediction of further clinical modiﬁcations. Later, the marker trajectories acquired
were fed into SVM classiﬁer for MCI segregation.
In 2019, Haq et al [2] have offered a machine learningoriented prediction model for an accurate diagnosis of PD.
Especially, the PD diagnosis was quite complex and consumes more time in its initial phases. For predicting the PD,
SVM was used in the developed model. For appropriate
feature selection, L1-Norm SVM was employed, whereas
for healthy people and precise target classiﬁcation of PD,
highly related feature selection was employed. Based on the
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feature weight value, a new feature subset was produced by
the L1-Norm SVM from the dataset of PD.
In 2019, Sierra-Sosa et al [5] have employed two computation models namely parallel and distributed for efﬁcient
analysis of healthcare data with the help of deep learning
models. The major intution of the suggested algorithm was
to determine the association among medical and laboratory
assessment variables by acquiring the above speciﬁed
methods and its forecast with machine learning models. In
order to treat the patients in time by averting complications,
enhancing the situation from patients, and reducing more
expenses for the healthcare system, the early prediction of
diseases in patients having Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus was
permitted for the medical personnel. Moreover, the research
was done on the occurrence of the avoidable adverse events
signiﬁcant from Type 2 diabetes mellitus and a scalable
healthcare evaluation model in order to predict these
events. Some of the deep learning algorithms like RNN,
and machine learning algorithms like LDA, and Logistic
Regression, SVMs, and QDA were implemented, which
provided the employed data’s nature.
In 2019, Arunkumar and Ramakrishnan [31] have
introduced a novel approach named FRQR, which was
employed for providing the minimal reduced set. For customized similarity measure, the proposed FRQR was used,
whereas, for dimensionality reduction, entropy based ﬁlter
method was employed. Moreover, a customized model was
applied on the proposed FRQR algorithm for selecting the
attributes. With the help of Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique, the unbalanced data was balanced. By
using the correlation-based ﬁlter, the huge dimensionality
related to cancer data was minimized. In order to calculate
the last minimal reduct set, the dimensionality minimized
gene subset was utilized with the customized fuzzy triangular norm operator on FRQR algorithm. For computing
the fuzzy approximation, the customized fuzzy triangular
norm operator was employed using Lukasiewicz fuzzy
implicator. The selection of the least count of informative
genes was done by the customized operator from the
dimensionality reduced datasets.
In 2018, Karim et al [32] have developed an approach on
the basis of DSAE and ESD to extract more efﬁcient features in short period of time. This framework develops
features in short period than conventional frameworks. The
DSAE architecture speeds up by reducing the dimensions
of data. This architecture reduces unnecessary features for
training. This framework provides superior and encouraging results. ESD provides fast feature extraction and reliable performance. The DSAE and ESD have weak low
dimensional data.
In 2020, Abdullah Asim Yilmaz et al [33] have developed a deep learning-oriented architecture for predicting
and identifying human actions. The important goal is to
develop an optimized framework for recognizing the
human activities. It develops a hybrid architecture that joins
four wide-ranging pre-trained network techniques in a well-
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deﬁned way. A performance evaluation is done using
benchmark datasets to authenticate the priority of suggested
architecture over conventional methods. The training time
is high, owing to the feature vector size. The computational
power of this framework is two times better than the
remaining methods.
In 2013, Mirjalili et al [34] have developed a meta
heuristic algorithm called GWO. This algorithm was
developed by the characteristics of the wolves. It consists of
four types, they are alpha, beta, delta, and omega. These
four types are used to imitate the leadership quality. The
main goal of the wolves is searching the prey, hunting,
circling the prey, and catching the prey. The hunting was
implemented by the alpha. GWO required more operators
afﬁrm exploration. The performance of GWO is very high.
The solving precision of GWO is very slow. Also, the
searching ability of the GWO is very slow.
In 2016, Mirjalili et al [35] have developed an optimization algorithm called the WOA. This algorithm was
developed by the characteristics of humpback whales. The
most intriguing thing about the humpback whales was their
extraordinary chasing technique. This behavior is called
bubble-net feeding method. This algorithm was inﬂuenced
by bubble-net hunting strategy. WOA was serious with
meta-heuristic optimizers and better over conventional
techniques. WOA was tried with 29 mathematical optimization problems and then with 6 structural design problems. The advantages of this technique are effortlessness
and low expense. WOA increases the computational time
for difﬁcult problems.
In 2018, Boothalingam et al [36] motivated with the aid
of the obligation of having optimization algorithms, an
optimization algorithm based on a lion’s particular social
behavior has been offered. This paper consists of four
different suites. The ﬁrst suite had assessment with published outcomes of evolutionary and few renowned optimization algorithms, while the second suite ends in a
comparative observe with contemporary optimization
algorithms. The test suite 3 takes the massive-scale optimization problems, while test suite 4 considers benchmark
engineering problems. It affords a circle-shaped neighborhood around the solutions and allows opportunity for hunter
to shut to prey from exceptional directions and provides a
possibility for answers to get away from local optima.
Inspite of the lion set of rules is incompetent to solve sphere
and rosenbrock features.
In 2018, Arora and Singh [37] present another natureinspired algorithm, BOA that emulates food search and
mating conduct of butterﬂies, to settle worldwide optimization issues. The structure is mostly founded on the
scrounging technique of butterﬂies, which use their smell to
decide the area of nectar or mating accomplice. BOA is
reasonably simple and easy to execute. The value of BOA
is also increases by solving three engineering design
problems, spring design, welded beam design, and gear
train design. They have different objective functions,
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constraints and decision variables. The exploitation ability
of BOA is very poor (table 1).

2.2 Review
Several studies have been done for the prediction of diseases in medical sector. The disease predictions are not an
easy task in the medical sector. HRFLM [24] method is
used for heart disease prediction, which improves the performance with accuracy. This method has the stronger
ability of the disease prediction. This method also needs
further improvement for prediction models and feature
selection techniques. MRLDC [26] has the high efﬁciency
of identifying the diseases. This MRLDC tool has the high
potential for exploring the implied relationships among
diseases and circRNAs. It faces challenges like link prediction issues and searching of parameters for diverse
datasets. EPDP [27] algorithm is more efﬁcient based on
the computational and communication overheads. This
algorithm is more suitable for the real-time applications.
Some of the issues need to be addressed for this algorithm
like attaining the message integrity, and development of
access control. The CBR [28] is used for attaining prediction of the risk of CKD and the prediction accuracy and
convergence speed is enhanced. The CBR poses some
issues such as the associated values for the considered level
are needs additional development and the user based
assessment is essential for real time applications. The
machine learning [29] framework is used for better prediction method, which is MRI and NM measures are joined
for best prediction of short term MCI in contrast, the NM is
more dominant for predictions of long term MCI development. This is limiting the longitudinal setting for the MRI
measures and duration (3 years). SVM [2] is applied for
reducing the estimation time by feature selection. The
overall performance and classiﬁcation accuracy are
improved. The following challenges are faced in SVM like
for huge set of data, SVM is not suitable. SVM is not
executed well, while noise is predicted at data set. The
classical machine learning algorithm [5] was used for
analyzing the health care data efﬁciently and to improve
prediction accuracy. For big data sets the scalability is
allowed. ML is also having issues like hidden data are not
classiﬁed and the understanding of outcomes is complicated. The Customized FRQR [31] was enhancing the
accuracy of classiﬁcation. Feature sets and dimensionality
of the data sets are reduced. This algorithm also having
issues like for dissimilar data sets, this method cannot be
used. Power consumption is high. These features and
challenges are considered for the disease prediction
method. The DSAEs and ESD [32] reduces training for
unnecessary features. ESD provides fast feature extraction
and reliable performance. The dimensional data of DSAE
and ESD were weak and low. The Deep learning based
architecture [33] integrates four pre-trained network model

Deep Sparse Auto-Encoder Architecture and
Energy Spectral Density

Customized FRQR

In longitudinal setting, the MRI measures are
failed to execute well.
Duration (3 years) is limited.

The associated values for the considered level are
needs additional development.
The user based assessment is essential for real
time applications.

Attaining the message integrity is tedious
process.
The access control needs additional expansion.

Link prediction issue is raised.
Looking for appropriate parameters for diverse
datasets is challenging.

The prediction methods are needs further
improvement.
New Feature selection methods required for
development.

Challenges

For dissimilar data sets, this method cannot be
used.
Power consumption is high.

The ML is not used to classify the hidden data.
The understanding of the generated outcomes is a
difﬁcult job.

DSAE reduces unnecessary features for training. DSAE and ESD have weak low dimensional data.
ESD provides fast feature extraction and reliable
performance

Accuracy of classiﬁcation is enhanced.
Feature sets and dimensionality of the data sets
are reduced.

The health care data is analyzed efﬁciently and
prediction accuracy is improved.
For big data sets the scalability is allowed.

The feature selection reduces the estimation time. SVM algorithm is not appropriate for huge set of
data.
The overall performance and classiﬁcation
SVM is not executed well, while noise is
accuracy is improved.
predicted at data set.

MRI and NM measures are joined for best
prediction of short term.
NM has the high potential for prediction of long
term MCI development.

It can efﬁciently predict the risk of CKD.
The prediction accuracy and convergence speed
is enhanced.

It is more efﬁcient based on the computational
and communication overheads.
This algorithm is suitable for the real-time
applications.

It identiﬁes the diseases faster.
Exploring of the implicit relationships is high.

The performance level is increased in terms of
accuracy.
The prediction of diseases has strong potential.
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Karim et al [32]

Arunkumar and
Ramakrishnan [31]

Classical machine learning

SVM

Machine learning

CBR

EPDP

MRLDC

HRFLM

Methodology
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Sierra-Sosa et al [5]

Haq et al [2]

Minhas et al [29]

Vasquez-Morales Yang
et al [28]

Yang et al [27]

Xiao et al [26]

Mohan et al [24]

Author [citation]

Table 1. Features and challenges of traditional disease prediction techniques.
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The exploitation ability of BOA is very poor.
It is reasonably simple and easy to execute.

The computational time is very high.
It works effortlessly.
The computational expense is very low.

The lion set of rules is incompetent to solve
sphere and rosenbrock features.

The solving precision of GWO is very slow.
The searching ability of the GWO is very slow.
It provides the high competitive results.

It provides a possibility for answers to get away
from local optima.

Training time is high due to size of feature
vectors
It integrates four pre-trained network model in a
well-deﬁned manner.
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in a well-deﬁned manner. This method has issue that
training time is high due to size of feature vectors. The
GWO [34] provides the high competitive results. This
algorithm has issues like solving precision and searching
ability of GWO is very slow. The WOA [35] works
effortlessly and the computational expense is very low.
The computational time of this method is very high. The
LA [36] provides a possibility for answers to get away
from local optima. The lion set of rules is incompetent to
solve sphere and rosenbrock features. The BOA [37] is
reasonably simple and easy to execute. The challenge in
this method is the exploitation ability of BOA is very poor.

3. Multi-disease prediction based on hybrid
learning concept
3.1 Proposed architecture
Due to digitization, data is increasing rapidly in all regions
in the recent years. One among them is big data, which is
used mainly and it is not able to process with regular
computers. In analyzing huge datasets, big data analytics is
the advanced version used for discovering new perspectives, interest, and hidden patterns. Moreover, it is used in
many applications such as detection of fraud and risk,
healthcare, weather prediction, and logistic delivery. There
are many reasons for predicting the risk related to various
diseases. These reasons are required to determine the risk
of an individual for planning the investigation effectively
to attain best accuracy and safety of the patient and less
computational cost to the healthcare system. In addition, it
is quite signiﬁcant as suggested medicine has been used

BOA

LA

WOA

Medical datasets

GWO

Challenges

Deep learning based architecture
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Alzemier
disease

Breast
Cancer

Dermatology

Alzemier
disease

Breast
Cancer

Dermatology

Optimal feature
extraction

First order statistical
features

Proposed LBOA

Arora and Singh

Boothalingam et al [36]

Mirjalili et al [35]

Mirjalili et al [34]

Yilmaz et al [33]

Author [citation]

Table 1 continued

Combined features

Prediction
DBN

NN

Predicted Outcome

AND

Figure 1. Diagrammatic illustration of developed multi-disease
prediction.
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widely. However, the researchers also require the capability
for predicting the risk for public health services. In this
case, machine learning algorithms might help for analyzing
the algorithms, which employ huge datasets for learning,
generalizing and predicting. The proposed multi disease
prediction is diagrammatically represented in ﬁgure 1.
The proposed method employs many diseases namely
‘‘Alzheimer’s disease, Breast Cancer, Dermatology, Heart
disease, Lung Cancer, PD, Thyroid diseases’’ for prediction. At ﬁrst, different types of diseases are collected from
standard sources and these are subjected for optimal feature
selection. During feature extraction, the ﬁrst order statistical features like ‘‘mean, median, standard deviation, minimum value, and maximum value’’ are extracted. From the
set of feature attributes of dataset, the optimal feature
selection is done. Here, it is performed by the proposed
meta-heuristic algorithm named L-BOA. Further, ﬁrst order
features from the datasets are merged with the optimally
selected features. Once the features are combined, those
combined features are given to a hybrid classiﬁer having
DBN and NN. In both NN and DBN, the hidden neuron
count is optimized by the same recommended L-BOA
algorithm for accuracy maximization. The outcome of the
optimized classiﬁer is the decision regarding that the
patient is affected with disease or not corresponding to the
entire disease datasets.

4. Combined feature extraction for multi-disease
prediction model
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4.2 First order statistical features
The statistical features like ‘‘mean, median, standard
deviation, minimum value, and maximum value’’ are
extracted from each datasets.
Mean: ‘‘summing up all the numbers in the data set and
dividing it by the total number of numbers exists in the
dataset’’. The corresponding mean equation is expressed in
Eq. (1), where mean is deﬁned as g. Here, the term np refers
to the data count available in the dataset, the numbers or
data is denoted
P as gi , and the sum of the whole numbers is
given by
gi .
1 X
gi
np i¼1
np

g¼

ð1Þ

Median: ‘‘The average of a group of numbers, which
means the middle number’’. Eq. (2) is used for the even
number of pixels and it other cases Eq. (3) is employed.
npth
; and
Med ¼ averageof
2




np þ 1
Med ¼ sizeof
2

np þ 2
2

th
ð2Þ

th
ð3Þ

Standard Deviation: It is a ‘‘statistic, which measures the
diffusion of a dataset corresponding to its mean and calculated its square root of variance’’. Eq. (4) represents the
numerical formula of standard deviation. Here, the discrete
number that is available in the data set is described as gi .
1 X
ðgi  gÞ2
np i¼1
np

4.1 Optimal Feature Selection
It is performed on the feature attributes of the original
datasets, which is performed by the proposed L-BOA
algorithm. The whole number of features is denoted as Fsn ,
where the term n ¼ 1; 2; . . .; N and the overall features
count is represented as N. Figure 2 portrays the solution
encoding of the optimal feature.
The term Fsopt
n denotes the optimally selected features,
where the term n ¼ 1; 2; . . .; N  and the total number of
optimally selected features are denoted as N  .

sd ¼

ð4Þ

Minimum Value: It speciﬁes the minimum value of the
entire data and it is denoted Eq. (5).
Min Val ¼ Minðgi Þ

ð5Þ

Maximum Value: It speciﬁes the maximum value of the
whole data and it is displayed in Eq. (6).
Max Val ¼ Maxðgi Þ

ð6Þ

Thus, the ﬁrst order statistical features are denoted as
Fssnetan d , which are used for further processing.

4.3 Combined Features
Here, both the optimally selected features and the statistical
features are combined. These are further subjected to the
classiﬁers named NN and DBN. The combined features are
mathematically represented in Eq. (7).
Figure 2. Solution encoding related to the optimal feature
selection.

s tan d
Fscom
¼ Fsopt
n þ Fsne
j

ð7Þ
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The combined features are denoted as Fscom
j , in which the
term j ¼ 1; 2;    ; J and the term J represents the entire
count of combined features and it is applied for further
processing for effective prediction of multiple diseases.

5. Novel lion-based butterﬂy optimization
algorithm for optimal fearure selection and hybrid
learning
5.1 Conventional butterﬂy optimization algorithm
BOA [37] resembles the behaviour of butterﬂies in
searching for food and mating. The reason behind the
survival of these butterﬂies for many years is due to their
senses. They can sight, touch, smell, hear, and taste
searching for mating partner and food. In order to move
from one place to other place, these senses are very useful.
Smell is the most unique sense among all the senses as it
helps the butterﬂy for foraging the food, generally nectar
even in long distances. The general process of butterﬂies is
on the basis of two problems majorly the formulation of fr
and variation of A. Here, the term fr represents fragrance,
whereas the term A refers to the stimulus intensity. The
magnitude of actual stimulus A of butterﬂy is related to the
encoded objective function. However, the fragrance fr is
relative, which is sensed by the remaining butterﬂies. The
fragrance in this BOA algorithm is described as a function
of the stimulus intensity, which is mathematically represented in Eq. (8).
fr ¼ smApe

ð8Þ

In Eq. (8), the sensory modality is denoted as sm, the
power exponent based on modality is denoted as pe that
represents the varying absorption degree. In many cases,
the terms sm and pe lies in between 0 and 1 in the traditional BOA algorithm. The characteristics of butterﬂies is
idealized as shown in the below points.
• Some fragrance that is emitted from all the butterﬂies
will enable the butterﬂies for attracting each other.
• In order to emit fragrance, each butterﬂy will move at
random or towards the best butterﬂy.
• With the objective function, the butterﬂy’s stimulus
intensity is affected.
In conventional BOA, there are three steps namely
‘‘Initialization phase, Iteration phase, and Final phase’’. The
initialization phase is executed in each iteration, later
searching is done iteratively and in the last step, the algorithm is ﬁnished until the optimal solution is acquired.
During initialization, the solution space and the objective
function is determined. Moreover, the parameters that are
used here are also allotted. Later, create the butterﬂy’s
initial population for performing optimization. During
simulation, the whole count of butterﬂies remains
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unchanged and a ﬁxed memory space is assigned for storing
the data. In search space, the butterﬂy’s locations are
generated at random along with their fragrance and ﬁtness
values computed and preserved.
During iteration phase, the count of iterations is done
using the conventional BOA algorithm. All the butterﬂies
present in the solution space in each iteration for moving to
the new locations and their ﬁtness values are computed. In
the solution space, the algorithm ﬁrst computes the ﬁtness
values of all the butterﬂies on discrete locations. Later,
these butterﬂies will produce the fragrance in their locations by Eq. (8). Local and global search phases are the two
primary phases in the model. The butterﬂy takes the step in
the path of the best solution p and the related equation is
shown in Eq. (9).


Liiitþ1 ¼ Liiti þ rd 2  p  Liiti  fri
ð9Þ
In Eq. (9), the solution vector is given by Liiti for ith
butterﬂy in it iterations, the present best solution from all
the solutions in the present round is given by p , the random
number between 0 and 1 is given by rd and the fragrance of
ith butterﬂy is denoted as fri . The mathematical equation
related to local search phase is expressed in Eq. (10). Here,
from the solution space, jth and kth butterﬂies in iteration it
are given by Liitj and Liitk , respectively.


Liiitþ1 ¼ Liiti þ rd 2 Liitj  Liitm  fri
ð10Þ
In both local and global scale, mating partner and
searching for food by butterﬂies are occurred. In BOA, the
switch probability sp is used for switching among the
common global search for intensive local search.

5.2 Conventional lion algorithm
In both NN and DBN, the proposed L-BOA algorithm is
used for hidden neuron optimization. The major motivation
of LA [36] is acquired from nature, in which the usual
lion’s behaviours are territorial takeover and territorial
defense. The traditional LA algorithm includes six processing steps and each step is described brieﬂy here.
Pride Generation: The territorial lion and its lioness are
initialized by the terms LiMa and LiFm , and the nomadic lion
is denoted as LiNom . This nomadic lion doesn’t belong to the
pride generation family. The lion’s representation is quite
similar to the representation of solution vector, thus the
Fm
lion’s and lioness’s vector elements are given by liMa
El ,liEl
and the term liNom
represents the nomadic lion that are the
El
arbitrary integers among the boundaries if a [ 1, where
El ¼ 1; 2;    ; Lng. Moreover, the lion’s length is represented as Lng, which is denoted in Eq. (11).

a; if a [ 1
Lng ¼
ð11Þ
b; otherwise
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In the above equation, the terms a and b represent the
integers used for ﬁnding the length of the lions. When
a ¼ 1, the algorithm has to search using the binary encoded
lion, thus the vector elements are formed as 1 or 0, otherwise it is measured by Eq. (12).


max
vlctyðliEl Þ 2 limin
ð12Þ
El ; liEl

Termination: The algorithm is ﬁnished only if any one
of the equations mentioned in Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) are
reached.

Fertility Evaluation: Once the pride generation step is
done fertility evaluation is performed. Here, the lion is the
laggard and the respective laggardness rate is termed as
LagRt , which is improved by one. If ftðLiMa Þ is improving,
then the reference ﬁtness is termed as ftref . When the laggardness rate is exceeding Lagmax
Rt , the territorial defense is
occurred. In addition, the lioness’s fertility is determined by
the sterility rate strRt and it is improved by 1 when strRt that
max
. In such case, the lioness is updated by
exceeds strRt
Eq. (13), Eq. (14), and Eq. (15).
 Feþ
lifl
if El ¼ fl
¼
liFeþ
ð13Þ
El
liFe
otherwise
El
h

i
min
¼ min limax
liFeþ
ð14Þ
fl
fl ; max lifl ; Dfl

In the above equations, the count of generations is
denoted as it that is initialized as 0, and it is improved by 1
when territorial takeover is obtained. The term erthrs represents the error threshold.

h

i
Ma
Fe
Dfl ¼ liFe
fl þ ð0:1rnd2  0:05Þ lifl  rnd1 lifl

ð15Þ

As per the above equations, the random number that lies
in between 1 and Lng, which is denoted as fl, the term D
indicates the female update function, and the random
numbers that lie in between 0 and 1 are indicated by rnd1
and rnd2 . The mating is performed because of improvement
when the altered lioness LiFeþ is taken as LiFe . At the same
time, the process of update is performed until the female
generation count fgnco reaches fgnmax
co . Once the update
process is done, when LiFeþ is not there to substitute LiFe , it
is veriﬁed that LiFe is the fertile one in order to provide best
cubs.
Mating: It involves two primary steps and one supplementary step. Here, the primary steps are mutation and
crossover, whereas the supplementary step is called as the
gender clustering.
Territory Defense: This is the easy procedure for
searching the solution space, and at the same time it is
helpful for the algorithm to prevent the local optimal point
and ﬁnding discrete solutions with the similar ﬁtness values. The nomadic lion LiNom is selected when the conditions
speciﬁed in Eq. (16), Eq. (17), and Eq. (18) are satisﬁed.




ð16Þ
ft LiNom \ft LiMa




ft LiNom \ft Limcb

ð17Þ





ft LiNom \ft Lifcb

ð18Þ



ft Li


Ma

it [ itmax


 ft LiOpt  erthrs

Initialization of
population

Initialize stimulus probability,
sensor modality, switch
probability, and power exponent

For each butterfly bf
in population

Compute the
fragrance for bf by

Find the best butterfly
bf

For each butterfly bf
in population

Generate the random
number rd from 0 to 1

No
if (r d < sp)

The female lion
update process is done
by Eq. (15)

Yes
All the butterflies will
move towards the best
butterfly with Eq(9)

Update the value of
pe

Returns the best
solution

Figure 3. Flowchart of proposed L-BOA.

ð19Þ
ð20Þ
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5.3 Proposed L-BOA
In earlier researches, more than one optimization algorithms are merged for introducing a new hybrid optimization algorithm. These produce the optimal results for some
search problems. This algorithm considers the advantages
for fast convergence. The convergence behaviour of the
hybrid optimization algorithm has seemed to best when
compared over other meta-heuristic algorithms [38]. The
conventional BOA algorithm has the ability to solve the
problems effectively. However, it has some disadvantages
such as premature convergence, easily falls into local
optima, and has poor performance. In order to overcome the
issues of BOA, the LA algorithm is integrated with the
BOA algorithm and it is termed as L-BOA algorithm. The
conventional LA algorithm has the beneﬁt of being extremely efﬁcient, and has more chances of ﬁnding the global
or appropriate global optimum, it is well suitable for high
dimensional problems and it is scalable in nature. In conventional BOA algorithm, if ðrd\spÞ, the update process is
done by Eq. (9) otherwise it is updated by Eq. (10). In the
proposed L-BOA, if the random number rd is less than the
switch probability sp, the conventional BOA update process
is done. Otherwise, the update process is performed by the
female lion by means of Eq. (15). The pseudo code of the
implemented L-BOA algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1.
The ﬂowchart of the proposed L-BOA is given in ﬁgure 3.
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6. Hybrid learning for multi-disease prediction
6.1 Objective Model
The major objective of the introduced multi-disease prediction model is to maximize the accuracy. For accuracy
maximization, the optimal feature selection is done and it is
processed by the proposed L-BOA. The hidden neuron
count in both NN and DBN is optimally tuned using the
suggested L-BOA for accuracy maximization. It is shown
in Eq. (21).
obfn ¼

arg max

fhngfhdngfFsopt
n g

ðAÞ

ð21Þ

Accuracy: It is a ‘‘ratio of the observation of exactly
predicted to the whole observations’’.
A¼

PsTr

PsTr þ PsFa
þ PsFa þ FsTr þ FsFa

ð22Þ

In the above equation, PsTr deﬁnes true positive, PsFa
deﬁnes true negative, FsTr deﬁnes false positive, and FsFa
deﬁnes false negative.

6.2 Neural network
It represents an interconnected classiﬁer, which consists of
simple processing elements, nodes, in which the functionality is based on the neuron. The processing capability of
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network is kept in the interunit connection strength,
acquired by the adaptation process, training pattern set. The
structure of NN is composed of three layers namely ‘‘input,
hidden and output layers’’. The input data is given by Fscom
j ,
and the input layer is given by ip, hidden layer is given by
hd, and the output layer is given by op. In this, the hidden
layer’s output is calculated by Eq. (23).
!
InpðcntÞ
X ðHÞ
ðH Þ
ðHÞ
B~
ð23Þ
H ¼ Acf B~
þ
Fscom
j
^
ðbhdÞ

ðiphdÞ

ip¼1

In Eq. (23), the bias weight to the hidden neuron is
ðHÞ
shown by B~ðbhdÞ
^ , whereas the weight from the input to the
ðHÞ
hidden neuron is given by B~ðiphdÞ . The activation function is
termed as Acf , the input neuron count is denoted as
InpðcntÞ. The complete result of the network is measured
by Eq. (24).
!
OptðcntÞ
X ðGÞ
ðHÞ
ðGÞ
^
~
~
B
ð24Þ
þ
H
Gop ¼ Acf B
^
ðbopÞ

ðhdopÞ

hd¼1

In the above equation, the bias weight to the output
ðGÞ
neuron is portrayed as B~ðbopÞ
^ , and the weight from the
ðGÞ
hidden to the output neuron is depicted by B~ðhdopÞ . The
count of output neurons is shown by OptðcntÞ.
The hidden neuron optimization is done by the proposed
L-BOA algorithm in order to provide best performance.
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probability. In Eq. (27), the stochastic system is speciﬁed.
Boltzmann model is designed with the accurate modelling
of input patterns based on Boltzmann distribution. Eq. (28)
represents the Boltzmann’s energy model for conﬁguring
the neuron states, in which the term nes represents the
neuron state, and the weight among the neurons is given by


C , and the term b represents the neuron’s biases.

c;d

8
>
< 0 for k\0
1
1
lim BZprb ðkÞ ¼ lim þ
for k ¼ 0
k ¼
>
pst!0þ
pst!0 1 þ epst
:2
1 for k [ 0
X
Beðnes1 Þ ¼
C_c;d nesc nesd  bc nesc

ð27Þ

ð28Þ

c\d

In DBN, the Boltzmann model encircles the neurons with
Eq. (29). Moreover, the conﬁguration among the hidden
and the visible neurons with respect to the energy provided
by Eq. (30), Eq. (31), and Eq. (32). Here, the terms vsc and
hdnd represents the binary state of visible as well as the
hidden neurons, respectively, and the bias weights of both
visible as well as the hidden neurons are given by vwc and
hwd , respectively. The terms Bic , and Bid denotes the
considered biases.
X
DBeðec Þ ¼
nesc C_c;d þ bc
ð29Þ
d

Beðvs0 ; hdnÞ ¼ 

X

C_c;d vsc hdnd 

ðc;d Þ

X

vsc Bic 

c

X

hdnd hwd

d

ð30Þ

6.3 Deep belief network
DBN consists of several RBMs such that hidden layer of
every RBM function as visible layer to the next RBM. The
RBM is the visible layer of DBN and all the other layers are
DBN’s hidden layers, which is trained by training an
individual RBM in one iteration. The input data given to the
NN is only considered as the input to the DBN. In general,
DBN [39] is composed of distinct layers, which is identical
to NN. The input and output layers include visible and
hidden neurons, respectively. DBN utilizes Boltzmann
Network for attaining effective outcomes. The outcome
acquired from DBN is described as opt, which captures
binary format. In addition, the
of the sinu result consists

soidal function probability BZprb ðkÞ , which is mathematically denoted in Eq. (25), and Eq. (26).

1 with 1  BZprb ðkÞ
opt ¼
ð25Þ
0
with BZprb ðkÞ
BZprb ðkÞ ¼

1
k

1 þ epst

ð26Þ

In Eq. (26), the term pst represents the pseudo temperature parameter and it controls the noise level of


 X
!
DBe vsc ; hdn ¼
C_c;d hdnd þ Bic

ð31Þ

d

!
 X
C_c;d vsc þ Bic
DBE vs; hdnd ¼

ð32Þ

d

RBM is capable of allotting the probability with the help
gained from the energy function as mentioned in Eq. (33),
in which the partition function PRT and it mathematically
represented in Eq. (34). The benchmark Boltzmann
machine is automatically deﬁning the hidden or visible
neurons by measuring difference of energy between them,
which is not similar to RBM.
1 Fðvs0 ;hdnÞ
e
PRT
X
0
0
PRT ¼
eF ðvs ;hdnÞ

R0ðvs0 ; hdnÞ ¼

!

ð33Þ
ð34Þ

!

vs;hdn

Moreover, RBM classiﬁes the data with an unsupervised
learning and it is effective in data recreation in an unsupervised manner. The time to attain the association by the
recommended model is quite compound, so that CD
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method is chosen and the proposed algorithm for CD is
mentioned below.
1. Select the training sample of vs and link with the visible
neurons.
2. By multiplying the visible vector with weight matrix
WM, the probability of hidden neuron pbhdn is measured.
3. Hidden states are sampled hdn from the probabilities
pbhdn .
4. The outer product of vectors vs and pbhdn must be
measured, which is termed as positive gradient
uþ ¼ vs  pbFhdn .
5. From the hidden states ðhdn0 Þ, visible states sample
recreation ðvs0 Þ is done. Later, the hidden states are
resample from the visible state recreation.
6. The outer product of ðvs0 Þ and ðhdn0 Þ is computed and it
is termed as negative gradient u ¼ vs  pbFhdn .
7. The positive gradient is subtracted from the negative
gradient DWM ¼ gðuþ  u Þ for computing the weight
updates.
8. The weights are modiﬁed by means of the novel values
wc;d ¼ Dwc;d þ wc;d .

(2021) 46:63

Here, the optimization of hidden neurons is done by the
proposed L-BOA algorithm.

6.4 Hybrid classiﬁer
In this, the combination of NN and DBN is taken into
consideration for effective prediction of several diseases.
The developed L-BOA is used for hidden neuron optimization in NN and DBN. By using the AND operation,
output of both NN and DBN are combined for providing the
hybrid output. The working procedure of the proposed
hybrid algorithm-based multi-disease prediction is shown
in ﬁgure 4.

7. Results and discussions
7.1 Experimental setup
The implementation of the suggested strategy is carried out
in MATLAB with the help of PC with Windows 10 OS,
4GB RAM, and Intel i3 core processor. For the experiment,

Figure 4. Hybrid Classiﬁer for multi-disease prediction.
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Table 2. Overall Performance analysis of the suggested and existing heuristic-oriented NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case 1
Performance
Measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.92
.65333
.98667
.92453
.013333
.34667
.98667
.075472
.76563
.73486

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.91733
.66667
.98
.89286
.02
.33333
.98
.10714
.76336
.72574

the population size was considered as 10, and the maximum
iteration count considered was 25. The performance analysis of the proposed L-BOA-NN?DBN was compared over
meta-heuristic algorithms namely GWO-NN?DBN [34],
WOA-NN?DBN [35], LA-NN?DBN [36], and BOANN?DBN [37] and the analysis was compared over few
machine learning algorithms like SVM [40], KNN [41], NN
[42] [43], DBN [39], and NN?DBN [42] [39]. The evaluation metrics considered were ‘‘accuracy, sensitivity,
speciﬁcity, precision, FPR, FNR, NPV, FDR, F1 score, and
MCC’’. The information regarding the different test cases is
shown in table 2.

7.2 Description of datasets
The datasets such as ‘‘Alzheimer’s disease, Breast cancer,
Dermatology, Heart disease, Lung cancer, PD, and Thyroid
diseases’’ are considered for analysis associated with multiple disease prediction.
Alzheimer’s disease [44]: Here, the longitudinal MRI
data is used, which includes 150 subjects and persons who
are aged from 60 to 96. Each person is right-handed and
each subject is scanned at least once. In the complete
research, 72 subjects are termed as Non-demented and 64
subjects are termed as demented during the initial visits. In
non-demented category, 14 subjects are grouped in initial
visit and later characterized as demented in the next visit,
which comes under converted category.
Breast cancer [45]: ‘‘From a digitized image of ﬁne
needle aspirate of breast mass, features are computed,
which determine the features of cell nuclei existing in the
image’’. This consists of attributes like ID number, diagnosis whether the person is suffering from malignant and
benign, texture, radius, area, perimeter, smoothness, concavity, symmetry, compactness, fractal dimensions, and
concave points.
Dermatology [46]: It consists of the information related
to skin diseases and it involves 35 columns related to dermatology data. Some of the attributes are erythryma,

LA-NN?DBN
[36]

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]

.91467
.65333
.98
.89091
.02
.34667
.98
.10909
.75385
.71609

.90133
.58667
.98
.88
.02
.41333
.98
.12
.704
.66679

L-BOANN?DBN
.93333
.74667
.98
.90323
.02
.25333
.98
.096774
.81752
.78245

scaling, deﬁnite borders, itching, Koebner_phenomenon,
age, and class.
Heart Disease [47]: It consists of 76 attributes, but all
published tests referred for employing the subset of 14
among them. Especially, Cleveland dataset has been used
by the researchers until today.
Lung cancer [48]: ‘‘It is employed by Hong and Young
for demonstrating the power of the optimal discriminant
plane even in ill-posed settings. The data is demonstrated
in three types of pathological lung cancers’’. It includes
the attributes like class and the other predictive attributes
are nominal, and considering the integer values from 0 to
3.
Parkinson disease [49]: It consists of ‘‘biomedical voice
measurements ranges from 31 people, 23 with Parkinson’s
disease. In table, each column is a speciﬁc voice metric, and
each row with respect to one of 195 voice recording from
these individuals. The aim of the data is for discriminating
healthy persons from those with Parkinson disease as per
status column and it is set to 0 for healthy and 1 for
infected’’.
Thyroid disease [50]: It includes the attributes like fnlwgt, age, marital-status, workclass, education-num, occupation, relationship, native-country, sex, capital-loss,
education, hours-per-week, race, and capital-gain.

7.3 Evaluation Metrics
In this, the evaluation metrics are taken into consideration
for evaluating the performance.
(a) Accuracy: It is denoted in Eq. (22).
(b) Sensitivity: ‘‘the number of true positives, which are
recognized exactly’’.
Sensitivity ¼

PsTr
þ FsFa

PsTr

ð35Þ

(c) Speciﬁcity: ‘‘the number of true negatives, which are
determined precisely’’.
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Specificity ¼

PsFa
FsTr

ð36Þ

(d) Precision: ‘‘the ratio of positive observations that are
predicted exactly to the total number of observations
that are positively predicted’’.
Pr ecision ¼

PsTr
PsTr þ FsTr

ð37Þ

(e) FPR: ‘‘the ratio of count of false positive predictions to
the entire count of negative predictions’’.
FPR ¼

FsTr
þ PsFa

FsTr

ð38Þ

(f) FNR: ‘‘the proportion of positives which yield negative
test outcomes with the test’’.
FNR ¼

FsFa
þ PsTr

FsFa

ð39Þ

(g) NPV: ‘‘ the probability that subjects with a negative
screening test truly don’t have the disease’’.
NPV ¼

FsFa
þ PsFa

FsFa

ð40Þ

(h) FDR: ‘‘the number of false positives in all of the
rejected hypotheses’’.
FDR ¼

FsTr
þ PsTr

FsTr

ð41Þ

(i) F1 score: ‘‘harmonic mean between precision and
recall. It is used as a statistical measure to rate
performance’’.
F1score ¼

Sensitivity  Pr ecision
Pr ecision þ Sensitivity

ð42Þ

(j) MCC: ‘‘correlation coefﬁcient computed by four
values’’.
PsTr  PsFa  FsTr  FsFa
MCC ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tr
Tr
ðPs þ Fs ÞðPsTr þ FsFa ÞðPsFa þ FsTr ÞðPsFa þ FsFa Þ

ð43Þ

7.4 Effect of optimized DBN in terms of accuracy
In ﬁgure 5, the analysis of the introduced L-BOANN?DBN and the traditional meta-heuristic-based
NN?DBN with respect to accuracy for all test cases is
given. From ﬁgure 5 (a) the accuracy of L-BOA-NN?DBN
for test case 1 is acquiring the best performance when
compared over various optimized NN?DBN. The accuracy
of the developed L-BOA-NN?DBN is 1.1% superior to
BOA, 1.6% progressed than LA, 4.5% progressed than
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WOA, and 10.9% progressed than GWO-NN?DBN when
the learning percentage is taken as 85. Moreover, the
accuracy of the L-BOA-NN?DBN is accurately predicting
the disease for test case 3 and it is shown in ﬁgure 5 (c). At
learning percentage 35, the accuracy of the offered L-BOANN?DBN is 0.3% improved than LA, 0.4% improved than
WOA, 0.5% improved than GWO, and 0.9% better than
BOA-NN?DBN. Hence, it is assured that the suggested
L-BOA-NN?DBN are performing better in attaining best
results for predicting the disease with high accuracy.

7.5 Effect of optimized DBN in terms of precision
Figure 6 shows the performance analysis of the recommended L-BOA-NN?DBN and the traditional NN?DBNs
with respect to precision for all 7 test cases. The precision
of the improved L-BOA-NN?DBN for test case 2 at
learning percentage 75 is 2% higher than GWO, 7.6%
higher than WOA, and 15.2% higher than BOA. When
considering any of the learning percentage, the introduced
L-BOA-NN?DBN is acquiring best performance and it is
shown in ﬁgure 6 (b). It is 1.9% improved than BOA, 5.2%
progressed than WOA, and 7.5% progressed than LA at
learning percentage 85. Thus, the recommended L-BOANN?DBN are performing well in predicting the disease
precisely.

7.6 Effect of optimized DBN in terms of F1-score
In ﬁgure 7, the analysis of the introduced L-BOANN?DBN and the existing algorithms in terms of performance measure F1 score for all test cases is depicted. When
considering the learning percentage as 85, the accuracy of
L-BOA-NN?DBN is 50% advanced than GWO, 57.8%
advanced than BOA, and 100% advanced than WOA,
which is portrayed in ﬁgure 7 (e). Further, the f1 score of
the developed L-BOA-NN?DBN for test case 7 is 2%
progressed than BOA and 3.1% progressed than LA at
learning percentage 35, which is displayed in ﬁgure 7 (g).
Therefore, it is assured that the recommended L-BOANN?DBN is accurately predicting the disease.

7.7 Overall performance analysis for optimized
DBN
The overall performance of the developed L-BOANN?DBN and the existing meta-heuristic algorithms for
all the 7 test cases is shown from tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
In table 3, the accuracy of the implemented L-BOANN?DBN is 1.4% improved than GWO, 1.7% better than
WOA, 2% better than LA, and 3.5% better than BOANN?DBN for test case 1. For test case 2, the precision of
the improved L-BOA-NN?DBN from table 4 is 1.5%
upgraded than GWO, 4.7% upgraded than WOA, 85.8%
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Figure 5. Performance analysis of developed and conventional meta-heuristic-oriented NN?DBN for multi-disease prediction
concerning accuracy for all the datasets namely ‘‘(a) Test case 1, (b) Test case 2, (c) Test case 3, (d) Test case 4, (e) Test case 5, (f) Test
case 6, (g) Test case 7’’.
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Figure 6. Performance analysis of suggested and conventional meta-heuristic-oriented NN?DBN for multi-disease prediction
concerning precision for all the datasets namely ‘‘(a) Test case 1, (b) Test case 2, (c) Test case 3, (d) Test case 4, (e) Test case 5, (f) Test
case 6, (g) Test case 7’’.
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Figure 7. Performance analysis of suggested and conventional meta-heuristic-oriented NN?DBN for multi-disease prediction
concerning f1 score for all the datasets namely ‘‘(a) Test case 1, (b) Test case 2, (c) Test case 3, (d) Test case 4, (e) Test case 5, (f) Test
case 6, (g) Test case 7’’.
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Table 3. Overall Performance analysis of the suggested and existing heuristic-oriented NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case 1.
Performance
Measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.92
.65333
.98667
.92453
.013333
.34667
.98667
.075472
.76563
.73486

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.91733
.66667
.98
.89286
.02
.33333
.98
.10714
.76336
.72574

LA-NN?DBN
[36]
.91467
.65333
.98
.89091
.02
.34667
.98
.10909
.75385
.71609

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]
.90133
.58667
.98
.88
.02
.41333
.98
.12
.704
.66679

L-BOANN?DBN
.93333
.74667
.98
.90323
.02
.25333
.98
.096774
.81752
.78245

Table 4. Overall Performance analysis of the recommended and existing heuristic-based NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case
2.
Performance
Measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.95421
.75824
.99341
.95833
.006593
.24176
.99341
.041667
.84663
.82791

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.94505
.72527
.98901
.92958
.010989
.27473
.98901
.070423
.81481
.79145

LA-NN?DBN
[36]
.83516
.12088
.97802
.52381
.021978
.87912
.97802
.47619
.19643
.19166

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]
.9304
.69231
.97802
.86301
.021978
.30769
.97802
.13699
.76829
.73405

L-BOANN?DBN
.96337
.8022
.9956
.97333
.004396
.1978
.9956
.026667
.87952
.86374

Table 5. Overall Performance analysis of the suggested and existing heuristic-based NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case 3.
Performance
Measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.96646
.94684
.98608
.98551
.013924
.053165
.98608
.014493
.96578
.93363

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.96456
.94684
.98228
.98163
.017722
.053165
.98228
.018373
.96392
.9297

upgraded than LA, and 12.7% upgraded than BOA.
Moreover, from table 5, the accuracy of the suggested
L-BOA-NN?DBN for test case 3 is 1.5% enhanced than
GWO, 1.7% higher than WOA, 2% higher than LA, and
1.9% higher than BOA. The precision of the developed

LA-NN?DBN
[36]
.96139
.9443
.97848
.97772
.021519
.055696
.97848
.02228
.96072
.92332

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]
.96203
.94177
.98228
.98153
.017722
.058228
.98228
.01847
.96124
.92481

L-BOANN?DBN
.98101
.96962
.99241
.99223
.007595
.03038
.99241
.007772
.98079
.96228

L-BOA-NN?DBN for test case 4 is performing well, which
is shown in table 6. It is 2.8% better than WOA, and LA. In
table 7, the accuracy of L-BOA-NN?DBN for test case 5
is 22.2% higher than GWO, and WOA, 15.7% higher than
LA, and 29.4% higher than BOA. For test case 6, the
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Table 6. Overall Performance analysis of the suggested and existing heuristic-based NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case 4.
Performance
measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.97989
.93913
1
1
0
.06087
1
0
.96861
.95485

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.96264
.91304
.98712
.97222
.012876
.086957
.98712
.027778
.9417
.91524

LA-NN?DBN
[36]
.96552
.92174
.98712
.97248
.012876
.078261
.98712
.027523
.94643
.92175

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]
.97989
.93913
1
1
0
.06087
1
0
.96861
.95485

L-BOANN?DBN
.99138
.97391
1
1
0
.026087
1
0
.98678
.98058

Table 7. Overall performance analysis of the suggested and existing heuristic-oriented NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case 5.
Performance
Measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.75
.25
1
1
0
.75
1
0
.4
.4264

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.75
.375
.9375
.75
.0625
.625
.9375
.25
.5
.39528

LA-NN?DBN
[36]
.79167
.625
.875
.71429
.125
.375
.875
.28571
.66667
.51856

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]
.70833
.375
.875
.6
.125
.625
.875
.4
.46154
.29019

L-BOANN?DBN
.91667
.75
1
1
0
.25
1
0
.85714
.8165

Table 8. Overall Performance analysis of the recommended and existing heuristic-based NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case
6.
Performance
Measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.8125
.70833
.91667
.89474
.083333
.29167
.91667
.10526
.7907
.63902

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.79167
.72917
.85417
.83333
.14583
.27083
.85417
.16667
.77778
.58794

precision of L-BOA-NN?DBN is 9.2% surpassed than
GWO, 17.3% surpassed than WOA, 9.6% surpassed than
LA, and 10.6% surpassed than BOA and it is shown in
table 8. In table 9, for test case 7, the accuracy of the
offered L-BOA-NN?DBN is 0.3% progressed than GWO,

LA-NN?DBN
[36]
.80208
.6875
.91667
.89189
.083333
.3125
.91667
.10811
.77647
.62068

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]
.84375
.79167
.89583
.88372
.10417
.20833
.89583
.11628
.83516
.69126

L-BOANN?DBN
.94792
.91667
.97917
.97778
.020833
.083333
.97917
.022222
.94624
.89759

1.1% improved than WOA, 4.2% improved than LA, and
1.5% improved than BOA. From the analysis, the proposed
L-BOA-NN?DBN are efﬁcient in predicting the multidisease when compared over conventional meta-heuristic
improved NN?DBN.
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Table 9. Overall Performance analysis of the introduced and existing heuristic-based NN?DBN for disease prediction for test case 7.
Performance
Measures
‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

GWO-NN?DBN
[34]
.96416
.91398
.98925
.97701
.010753
.086022
.98925
.022989
.94444
.91915

WOA-NN?DBN
[35]
.95699
.89247
.98925
.97647
.010753
.10753
.98925
.023529
.93258
.90306

7.8 Different machine learning algorithms
for multi-disease prediction in terms of accuracy
The analysis of the suggested L-BOA-NN?DBN and the
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms for all the 7 test
cases concerning the accuracy is depicted in ﬁgure 8. In
ﬁgure 8 (b), the accuracy of the introduced L-BOANN?DBN accurately predicts the disease at any of the
learning percentage. At learning percentage 85, the accuracy
of the introduced L-BOA-NN?DBN is 15.8% advanced than
NN?DBN, 14.4% superior to DBN, 5.5% advanced than
NN, 11.7% advanced than KNN, and 6.7% advanced than
SVM for test case 2. From ﬁgure 8 (d), the accuracy of
L-BOA-NN?DBN at learning percentage 35 is 1% progressed than NN?DBN and NN, 19.5% progressed than
DBN, 4.2% progressed than KNN, and 3.1% progressed than
SVM for test case 4. Thus, it is proved that L-BOANN?DBN are doing better in multi-disease prediction when
compared over traditional machine learning algorithms.

7.9 Different machine learning algorithms
for multi-disease prediction in terms of precision
The precision of the proposed L-BOA-NN?DBN and the
classiﬁers for all seven test cases is shown in ﬁgure 9. For
test case 1, the precision of the recommended L-BOANN?DBN at learning percentage 65 is 9.1% higher than
NN?DBN, 78.9% enhanced than DBN, 58.3% progressed
than NN, 90% progressed than KNN, and 18.7% progressed
than SVM and it is portrayed in ﬁgure 9 (a). Moreover, the
precision of the suggested L-BOA-NN?DBN for test case
3 is gaining the best performance when compared over
state-of-the-art classiﬁers. In ﬁgure 8 (c), the precision of
L-BOA-NN?DBN is 2% improved than NN?DBN, 4.1%
better than DBN and KNN, 3% progressed than NN, and
5.2% progressed than SVM at learning percentage 35.
Therefore, it is conﬁrmed that the prediction of the disease
is accurately done by the proposed L-BOA-NN?DBN
through precision analysis.

LA-NN?DBN
[36]
.92832
.82796
.97849
.95062
.021505
.17204
.97849
.049383
.88506
.83753

BOA-NN?DBN
[37]
.95341
.88172
.98925
.97619
.010753
.11828
.98925
.02381
.92655
.89504

L-BOANN?DBN
.96774
.93548
.98387
.96667
.016129
.064516
.98387
.033333
.95082
.92711

7.9.a Different machine learning algorithms for multi-disease prediction in terms of F1-score: Here, the prediction analysis of L-BOA-NN?DBN and the traditional
classiﬁers in terms of the learning percentage for the
measure F1 score is given in ﬁgure 10. In ﬁgure 10 (f),
the f1 score of the implemented L-BOA-NN?DBN for
the test case 6 is 5.2% progressed than NN?DBN,
17.6% progressed than DBN and NN, 21.9% progressed
than KNN, and 28.2% progressed than SVM at learning
percentage 35. When considering the learning percentage as 35, the f1 score of the suggested L-BOANN?DBN for test case 7 is 5.2% superior to NN?DBN,
17.6% superior to DBN, 13.6% higher than NN, 25%
higher than KNN, and 20.4% higher than SVM and it is
displayed in ﬁgure 10 (g). Hence, the performance of
L-BOA-NN?DBN is superior to traditional classiﬁers in
predicting the disease.
7.9.b Overall performance analysis by comparing different
machine learning algorithms: From tables 10, 11, 12,
13 and 14, the overall analysis of the developed
L-BOA-NN?DBN and the existing classiﬁers is shown.
In table 10, the accuracy of L-BOA-NN?DBN is 6%
progressed than SVM, 15.5% progressed than KNN,
8.3% advanced than NN, 14% advanced than DBN, and
3.2% advanced than NN?DBN for test case 1. Moreover, the precision of the proffered L-BOA-NN?DBN
for test case 3 is 6.2% better than SVM, 94.1% better
than KNN, 1.6% better than NN, 4.6% better than DBN,
and 3.4% better than NN?DBN. For test case 5, the
accuracy of L-BOA-NN?DBN is 12.1% higher than
SVM and KNN, 37.4% higher than NN and DBN, and
22.2% upgraded than NN?DBN. In addition, the precision of the implemented L-BOA-NN?DBN for test
case 7 is 20% surpassed than SVM, 31.1% surpassed
than KNN, 3.6% surpassed than NN, 8.3% surpassed
than DBN, and 6.7% surpassed than NN?DBN. Thus, it
is afﬁrmed that the implemented L-BOA-NN?DBN is
precisely predicting the disease over conventional
learning algorithms (tables 15, 16).
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Figure 8. Analysis of improved and existing machine learning algorithms for multi-disease prediction concerning accuracy for all the
datasets namely ‘‘(a) Test case 1, (b) Test case 2, (c) Test case 3, (d) Test case 4, (e) Test case 5, (f) Test case 6, (g) Test case 7’’.
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Figure 9. Analysis of developed and traditional machine learning algorithms for multi-disease prediction concerning precision for all
the datasets namely ‘‘(a) Test case 1, (b) Test case 2, (c) Test case 3, (d) Test case 4, (e) Test case 5, (f) Test case 6, (g) Test case 7’’.
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Figure 10. Analysis of developed and traditional machine learning algorithms for multi-disease prediction concerning f1 score for all
the datasets namely ‘‘(a) Test case 1, (b) Test case 2, (c) Test case 3, (d) Test case 4, (e) Test case 5, (f) Test case 6, (g) Test case 7’’.
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Table 10. Overall analysis of the suggested and existing machine learning algorithms for disease prediction for test case 1.
Performance Measures

SVM [40]

‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

.88
.48
.98
.85714
.02
.52
.98
.14286
.61538
.58345

KNN [41]
.808
.52
.88
.52
.12
.48
.88
.48
.52
.4

NN [42]
.86133
.41333
.97333
.79487
.026667
.58667
.97333
.20513
.54386
.50667

DBN [39]
.81867
.54667
.88667
.54667
.11333
.45333
.88667
.45333
.54667
.43333

NN?DBN [42] [39]
.904
.62667
.97333
.85455
.026667
.37333
.97333
.14545
.72308
.6784

L-BOA-NN?DBN
.93333
.74667
.98
.90323
.02
.25333
.98
.096774
.81752
.78245

Table 11. Overall analysis of the recommended and conventional machine learning algorithms for disease prediction for test case 2.
Performance Measures

SVM [40]

KNN [41]

‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

.89744
.41758
.99341
.92683
.006593
.58242
.99341
.073171
.57576
.58119

.88645
.65934
.93187
.65934
.068132
.34066
.93187
.34066
.65934
.59121

NN [42]
.89744
.49451
.97802
.81818
.021978
.50549
.97802
.18182
.61644
.5851

DBN [39]
.84615
.53846
.90769
.53846
.092308
.46154
.90769
.46154
.53846
.44615

NN?DBN [42] [39]
.85897
.17582
.9956
.88889
.004396
.82418
.9956
.11111
.29358
.35781

L-BOA-NN?DBN
.96337
.8022
.9956
.97333
.004396
.1978
.9956
.026667
.87952
.86374

Table 12. Overall analysis of the suggested and conventional machine learning algorithms for disease prediction for test case 3.
Performance Measures

SVM [40]

KNN [41]

‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

.93987
.93423
.94462
.93423
.055385
.065773
.94462
.065773
.93423
.87884

.95657
.9525
.96
.9525
.04
.047503
.96
.047503
.9525
.9125

NN [42]
.98101
.98608
.97595
.97619
.024051
.013924
.97595
.02381
.98111
.96207

DBN [39]
.9481
.9481
.9481
.9481
.051899
.051899
.9481
.051899
.9481
.8962

NN?DBN [42] [39]
.9519
.9443
.95949
.95887
.040506
.055696
.95949
.041131
.95153
.9039

L-BOA-NN?DBN
.98101
.96962
.99241
.99223
.007595
.03038
.99241
.007772
.98079
.96228

Table 13. Overall analysis of the introduced and conventional machine learning algorithms for disease prediction for test case 4.
Performance Measures

SVM [40]

KNN [41]

‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

.95213
.90411
.9689
.91034
.0311
.09589
.9689
.089655
.90722
.87497

.94681
.89726
.96411
.89726
.035885
.10274
.96411
.10274
.89726
.86138

NN [42]
.98851
.98261
.99142
.98261
.008584
.017391
.99142
.017391
.98261
.97403

DBN [39]
.83046
1
.74678
.66092
.25322
0
.74678
.33908
.79585
.70254

NN?DBN [42] [39]
.97126
.91304
1
1
0
.086957
1
0
.95455
.93567

L-BOA-NN?DBN
.99138
.97391
1
1
0
.026087
1
0
.98678
.98058
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Table 14. Overall analysis of the developed and conventional machine learning algorithms for disease prediction for test case 5.
Performance Measures

SVM [40]

KNN [41]

NN [42]

DBN [39]

‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

.8172
.36364
.91503
.48
.084967
.63636
.91503
.52
.41379
.31211

.8172
.48485
.88889
.48485
.11111
.51515
.88889
.51515
.48485
.37374

.66667
.5
.75
.5
.25
.5
.75
.5
.5
.25

.66667
.5
.75
.5
.25
.5
.75
.5
.5
.25

NN?DBN [42] [39]
.75
.375
.9375
.75
.0625
.625
.9375
.25
.5
.39528

L-BOA-NN?DBN
.91667
.75
1
1
0
.25
1
0
.85714
.8165

Table 15. Overall analysis of the introduced and conventional machine learning algorithms for disease prediction for test case 6.
Performance Measures

SVM [40]

KNN [41]

NN [42]

DBN [39]

‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

.81679
.68493
.86772
.66667
.13228
.31507
.86772
.33333
.67568
.54815

.85115
.73973
.89418
.72973
.10582
.26027
.89418
.27027
.73469
.63128

.82292
.85417
.79167
.80392
.20833
.14583
.79167
.19608
.82828
.6471

.85417
.85417
.85417
.85417
.14583
.14583
.85417
.14583
.85417
.70833

NN?DBN [42] [39]
.78125
.72917
.83333
.81395
.16667
.27083
.83333
.18605
.76923
.56558

L-BOA-NN?DBN
.94792
.91667
.97917
.97778
.020833
.083333
.97917
.022222
.94624
.89759

Table 16. Overall analysis of the recommended and conventional machine learning algorithms for disease prediction for test case 7.
Performance Measures

SVM [40]

KNN [41]

‘‘Accuracy’’
‘‘Sensitivity’’
‘‘Speciﬁcity’’
‘‘Precision’’
‘‘FPR’’
‘‘FNR’’
‘‘NPV’’
‘‘FDR’’
‘‘F1-Score’’
‘‘MCC’’

.89569
.80508
.92879
.80508
.071207
.19492
.92879
.19492
.80508
.73388

.85941
.73729
.90402
.73729
.095975
.26271
.90402
.26271
.73729
.64131

NN [42]
.94265
.89247
.96774
.93258
.032258
.10753
.96774
.067416
.91209
.87003

8. Conclusion
This paper has tried a novel approach for predicting several
diseases using deep learning. The developed disease prediction was done by considering several diseases from
Kaggle or UCI repository such as Heart disease, Dermatology dataset, Thyroid disease dataset, breast cancer,
Parkinson’s disease, lung cancer, and Alzheimer’s disease.
From many sources, the medical datasets of various diseases were collected. The optimal feature selection was
implemented for the attribute set of the entire datasets,

DBN [39]
.92832
.89247
.94624
.89247
.053763
.10753
.94624
.10753
.89247
.83871

NN?DBN [42] [39]
.91398
.82796
.95699
.90588
.043011
.17204
.95699
.094118
.86517
.80395

L-BOA-NN?DBN
.96774
.93548
.98387
.96667
.016129
.064516
.98387
.033333
.95082
.92711

which was performed by the same hybrid algorithm named
as L-BOA. The ﬁrst order statistical features were computed and it was merged with the optimally extracted features. These feature set were applied for both NN and DBN,
in which the hidden neuron count was optimized by the
L-BOA algorithm. From the analysis, the accuracy of the
recommended L-BOA-NN?DBN was 6% progressed than
SVM, 15.5% progressed than KNN, 8.3% surpassed than
NN, 14% surpassed than DBN, and 3.2% surpassed than
NN?DBN for test case 1. Thus, it is concluded that the
introduced L-BOA-NN?DBN has attained best prediction
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results in predicting the multiple diseases in healthcare
sector.

Abbreviations
LA
Lion algorithm
BOA
Butterﬂy optimization algorithm
NN
Neural network
DBN
Deep belief network
L-BOA
Lion-based BOA
SVM
Support vector machine
EMR
Electronic medical records
MCI
Mild cognitive impairment
PD
Parkinson’s disease
KNN
K-nearest neighbor
NB
Naive Bayesian
EPDP
Efﬁcient and privacy-preserving disease risk
prediction scheme
FPR
False positive rate
LM
Linear method
RF
Random forest
DSAE
Deep sparse auto-encoder architecture
ESD
Energy spectral density
HRFLM Hybrid random forest with linear model
circRNA CircularRibo nucliec acid
FNR
False negative rate
GIP
Gaussian interaction proﬁle
GWO
Grey Wolf optimizer
MCC
Matthew’s correlation coefﬁcient
FDR
False discover rate
OU
Okamoto-Uchiyama
CKD
Chronic kidney disease
NPV
Negative predictive value
LDA
Linear discriminate analysis
DT
Decision tree
WOA
Whale optimization algorithm
DBN
Deep belief network
FRQR
Fuzzy rough quick reduct
RBM
Restricted Boltzmann machine
QDA
Quadratic discriminate analysis
RNN
Recurrent neural network
CD
Contrast divergence
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